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CONFIGURATION DATA LOOI’RACK IN A 
BUS BRIDGE CIRCUIT 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent hut forms no part of this reissue speci?- > 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This is a continuation of US. application Ser. No. 
07/894108 tiled Jun. 5. i992. now abandoned. 

it 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

This invention relates to the tield oiv computer system 
architecture. More particularly. this invention relates to 
accessing contiguration registers in a bus bridge circuit. 

2. Background 
In a computer system. peripheral components. such as 

disk drive controllers. network controllers. and graphics 
controllers. may be coupled to peripheral component buses 2t 
separate from a host. or CPU bus. There are several reasons 
a system might employ peripheral component buses. For 
example. it may be desirable to isolate slower speed devices 
from higher bandwidth buses and peripherals. Also. an 
intelligent peripheral component may have a local peripheral 
component bus. Moreover. the system may have more 
peripheral components than can be reliably placed on the 
host bus. due to electrical loading effects. 

In such a system. a host bridge circuit enables commu 
nication between the peripheral component bus and the host 
bus. The host bridge circuit enables an access request that 
initiates on the host bus to have a destination on the 
peripheral component has. and enables an access request 
that initiates on the peripheral component bus to have a 
destination on the host bus. The host bridge circuit can also 
enable access to a shared resource from both buses. 
Typically. the host bridge circuit contains a set of contigu 
ration registers that de?ne parameters for processing access 
cycles between the buses. and for controlling the shared 
resource. System [/0 software performs reads and writes to 
the contiguration registers itt order to de?ne the parameters. 

However. integrated circuit subsystems in the host bridge 
circuit require enough signal lines to communicate address. 
data. and control information for both the host bus and the 
peripheral component bus. The resulting large packages 
sizes of the integrated circuit devices greatly increases the 
system cost. Moreover. the host bridge devices must process 
memory accesses to the shared resource as Well as I/( ) access 

otv contiguration registers. which increases the complexity oi‘ 
logic implemented in the host bridge devices. 
As will be described. the present method and apparatus 

reduces cost and complexity of devices for a bus bridge 
circuit by dividing address and data paths between separate 
devices to reduce pin count. and by looping back “bridged” 
contiguration data to access contiguration registers. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A method and apparatus is disclosed for reducing cost and 
complexity of devices in a bus bridge circuit by dividing (,i 
address and data paths between separate devices to reduce 
pin count. and by looping back “bridged” contiguration data 
to access contiguration registers. The bridge circuit is com~ 
prised primarily of two integrated circuit devices: a cache 
DRAM controller (CDC). and a data path unit tDl’U). 
The host bridge circuit “bridges” all I/() accesses received 

over a host bus directly to a peripheral component has 

2 
without the need for any address decoding. The CDC 
receives addresses for I/() accesses over an address portion 
of the host bus. and the DI‘U receives corresponding data for 
the I/(') accesses over a data portion ot~ the host bus. The 
CDC also receives control signals over the host bus indi» 
eating an I/() access cycle. 

To bridge I/() access cycles. the host bridge circuit 
translates the host bus I/() access cycles into I/(') access 
cycles for the peripheral component bus. The CDC generates 
an I/() access cycle on the peripheral component bus by 
assuming the role of bus initiator on the peripheral compo~ 
nent bus. generating control signals indicating an [/0 access 
cycle. and transferring the address received over the address 
portion of the host bus to the peripheral component bus. The 
CDC also generates control signals. which cause the DI’U to 
transfer data received over the data portion of the host bus 
to the peripheral component bus. 
To loop back contiguration data. the host bridge circuit 

“bridges" the host bus I/() access cycles targeted for the 
contiguration registers ot‘ the CDC. The CDC bus initiator 
on the peripheral component bus initiates and drives the I/() 
access cycle targeted for the contiguration registers. 
However. the CDC also monitors the peripheral component 
has as a bus target. The CDC decodes the control signals on 
the peripheral component has indicating an I/() access. and 
decodes the address transmitted on the peripheral compo 
nent bus. If the address corresponds to a contiguration 
register. the CDC receives the data as a target on the 
peripheral component bus. Thus. for I/() access cycles 
generated by the host bridge circuit and targeted for a 
con?guration register. the CDC is both initiator and target 
for the peripheral component bus I/() access cycle. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTlt )N OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example computer system employing 
the teachings of the present invention. including a hierar» 
chical arrangement of buses comprising a host bus. a host 
bridge circuit. a peripheral component bus. and an ISA bus. 

FIG. 2 is a more detailed illustration of the host bridge 
circuit. which is comprised primarily of two integrated 
circuit devices: a cache DRAM controller (CDC). and a data 
path unit tDPU). 

FIG. 3 shows the coupling of the host bridge circuit to the 
host bus and the memory bus. and shows the bus signals 
implemented on the peripheral component bus. 

FIG. 4 illustrates the timing ot‘ an I/() write cycle targeted 
for a contiguration register of the CDC. The l/() write cycle 
originates on the host bus and is looped back over the 
peripheral component bus to the CDC. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

A method and apparatus is disclosed for reducing cost and 
complexity of devices in a bus bridge circuit by dividing 
address and data paths between separate devices to reduce 
pin count. and by looping back “bridged” contiguration data 
to access contiguration registers. in the following 
description. for purposes ol‘ explanation. specilic circuit 
devices. circuit architectures and components are set forth in 
order to provide a more thorough understanding of the 
present invention. However. it will be apparent to one skilled 
in the art that the present invention may be practiced without 
these specilic details. In other instances. well known circuits 
and devices are shown in schematic form in order not to 
obscure the present invention unnecessarily. 
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Referring now to FIG. 1. an example computer system 
employing the teachings of the present invention is illus 
trated. A CPU 15 and a cache subsystem 16 are shown 
coupled for communication over a host bus 18. In the current 
embodiment. the host bus 18 provides a 32 bit memory 
address space and a 16 bit I/() address space. 

A host bridge circuit 30 enables communication between 
bus agents coupled to the host bus 18. and bus agents 
coupled to a peripheral component has 19. An ISA bridge 
circuit 35 enables communication between bus agents 
coupled to the peripheral component bus 19. and bus agents 
coupled to an ISA bus 20. 

Peripheral components 40-42 are bus agents coupled for 
communication over the peripheral component bus 19. In 
addition. the host bridge circuit 30 and the ISA bridge circuit 
35 are coupled as bus agents for communication over the 
peripheral component bus 19. The host bridge circuit 30 and 
the ISA bridge circuit 35 have the capability to be initiators 
and targets for access cycles over the peripheral component 
bus I‘). 

In the current embodiment. the peripheral component bus 
19 comprises 32 bit memory address and 32 bit 1/0 address 
spaces. with the addresses and data multiplexed over the 
same bus lines. For further discussion of a peripheral com 
ponent bus consistent with the teachings of the present 
invention. refer to related U.S application Ser. No. 07/876. 
577. tiled on Apr. 30. 1992. entitled A Signalling Protocol for 
a Peripheral Component Interconnect. and incorporated 
fully herein by reference. 

Bridge circuits. such as the host bridge circuit 30 and the 
ISA bridge circuit 35. are each coupled to a primary bus and 
a secondary has A bridge circuit enables an access request 
that initiates on the primary bus to have a destination on the 
secondary bus. and enables an access request that initiates on 
the secondary bus to have a destination on the primary bus. 

For example. the host bridge circuit 30 receives access 
requests over the host bus 18. and initiates peripheral 
component bus 19 access requests to communicate with the 
peripheral components 40-42. and bus agents on the ISA bus 
20 through the ISA bridge circuit 35. Also. the host bridge 
circuit 30 receives access requests over the peripheral com 
ponent bus 19. and initiates host bus [8 access requests to 
communicate over the host bus 18. 

Similarly. the ISA bridge circuit 35 receives access 
requests over the ISA bus 20. and initiates peripheral com 
ponent bus I‘) access requests to communicate with the 
peripheral components 40-42. and the host bridge circuit 30. 
Also. the ISA bridge circuit 35 receives access requests over 
the peripheral component has 19. and initiates ISA bus 20 
access requests to communicate over the ISA bus 20. 

In the current embodiment. the host bridge circuit 30 
enables access to a shared DRAM subsystem 36. The host 
bridge circuit 30 receives access requests for the DRAM 
subsystem 36 over the host bus 18. and the peripheral 
component bus 19. llus initiators coupled to the peripheral 
component has 19 access the DRAM subsystem 36 by 
initiating an access cycle on the peripheral component bus 
19. and by broadcasting an address within a range of 
addresses allocated to the DRAM subsystetn 36. The periph» 
eral components 40-42. and the ISA bridge circuit 35 can 
each assume the role of bus initiator and access the DRAM 
subsystem 36 over the peripheral component bus 19. 
through the host bridge circuit 30. 
HG. 2 is a more detailed illustration of the host bridge 

circuit 30. which is comprised primarily of two integrated 
circuit devices: a cache DRAM controller (CDC) 41. and a 
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data path unit (DPU) 42. To reduce the number of pins for 
the CDC 41 and the DPU 42. the address and data paths of 
the host bus 18 are divided. The CDC 4| is coupled to 
transfer addresses for memory and I/() accesses over the 
address portion of the host bus 18. and the DPU 42 is 
coupled to transfer data for memory and I/() access over the 
data portion of the host bus 18. The CDC 41 is also coupled 
to transfer control signals over a control portion (not shown) 
of the host bus 18. 

Moreover. the CDC 41 is a full function initiator and 
target on she peripheral component bus 19. The CDC 41 is 
coupled to transfer addresses. data and control signals for 
memory and IN) accesses over the peripheral component bus 
19. The DPU 42 is coupled to transfer data for memory and 
l/() accesses over the peripheral component has 19. 

When the host bridge circuit 30 is the initiator for a bus 
cycle over the peripheral component bus 19. the DPU 42 
drives out the data during the data phase of the bus cycle. 
The DPU 42 also receives data during the data phase of bus 
cycles over the peripheral component bus 19 when the host 
bridge circuit 30 is the target for the bus cycle. However. the 
CDC 41 receives data during the data phase of bus cycles 
over the peripheral component bus 19 for internal contigu 
ration of the CDC 41. 
The CDC 41 is a memory controller for the DRAM 

subsystem 36. and a cache controller for the cache sub 
system 16. The DPU 42 switches data flow through the host 
bridge circuit 30 according to control signals 51 received 
from the CDC 41. 

The CDC 41 contains a set of contiguration registers 
which define parameters for host bridge circuit 30 functions. 
For example. in the current embodiment. the CDC 4 
contains registers defining a memory address mapping for 
the DRAM subsystems 36 and the cache subsystem 16. as 
well as control parameter information for the DRAM and 
cache controller of the CDC 41. The CDC 4| also contains 
registers for controlling the bandwidth of burst accesses of 
the DRAM subsystem 36 over the peripheral component bus 
19. 
The CDC 41 and the DPU 42 enable dual port access to 

the DRAM subsystem 36 from the host bus 18 and the 
peripheral component bus 19. To access the DRAM sub 
system 36 over the host bus 18. the CPU 15. or another bus 
initiator coupled to the host bus 18. broadcasts a memory 
address over the address portion of the host bus 18 within the 
range of memory address mapped to the DRAM subsystem 
36. The CDC 41 receives the memory addresses over the 
address portion of the host bus 18. If the memory addresses 
are allocated to the DRAM subsystem 36. the CDC 41 issues 
control signals 51. which cause the DPU 42 to transfer data 
between the data portion of the host bus 18 and the DRAM 
subsystem 36. 

If the control signals on the control bus of the host bus 18 
indicated a read memory cycle. then the control signals 51 
cause the DPU 42 to read data from the DRAM subsystem 
36 over the memory bus 22. and transfer the data over the 
data portion of the host bus 18. ()n the other hand. if the 
control signals on the control bus of the host bus 18 
indicated a write memory cycle. then the control signals 51 
cause the DPU 42 to transfer data from the data portion of 
the host bus 18 to the DRAM subsystem 36. 

Similarly. bus initiators coupled to the peripheral compo~ 
nent bus 19 access the DRAM subsystem 36 by initiating a 
memory access cycle on the peripheral component bus 19. 
and by broadcasting an address within a range of addresses 
mapped to the DRAM subsystem 36. The CDC 41 receives 
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the memory addresses over a multiplexed address/data por 
tion (AD) of the peripheral component bus 19. The AD 
portion of the peripheral component bus 19 has an address 
phase and a data phase. 1f the memory address broadcast in 
the address phase is allocated to the DRAM subsystem 36. 
the CDC 41 issues control signals 51. which cause the DPU 
42 to transfer data between the DRAM subsystem 36 and the 
AD portion of the peripheral component bus 19 during the 
data phases. 

During a memory read cycle on the peripheral component 
bus 19. the control signals 51 cause the DPU 42 to read data 
from the DRAM subsystem 36 over the memory bus 22, and 
transfer the data over the peripheral component bus 19 
during the data phase. During a write memory cycle on the 
peripheral component bus 19. tlte control signals 51 cause 
the DPU 42 to transfer data from the AD portion of the 
peripheral component bus 19 during the data phase to the 
DRAM subsystem 36. 
To reduce the complexity of logic implemented in the 

CDC 41 and the DPU 42. the host bridge circuit 311 "bridges” 
all 1/(.) accesses received over the host bus 18 directly to the 
peripheral component bus 19 without any address decoding. 
The host bridge circuit 30 translates the host bus 18 l/() 
accesses into 1/() accesses for the peripheral component has 
19. 

To translate 1/() accesses. the CDC 41 receives the 
addresses for I/O accesses over the address portion of the 
host bus 18. and the DPU 42 receives the corresponding data 
for the 110 accesses over the data portion of the host bus 18. 
The CDC 41 also receives control signals over the host bus 
18 indicating an 1/(.) access cycle. 

The host bridge circuit 30 generates corresponding 1/(.) 
access cycles over the peripheral component bus 19. To 
generate an 1/() access cycle on the peripheral component 
bus 19. the CDC 4] assumes the role of bus initiator on the 
peripheral component bus 19. generates control signals 
indicating an 1/() access cycle on the peripheral component 
bus 19. and transfers the addresses for I/O accesses received 
over the address portion of the host bus 18 to the multiplexed 
AD portion of the peripheral component bus 19 during the 
address phase. Also. the CDC 41 generates control signals 
51. which causes the DPU 42 to transfer data corresponding 
to the I/O accesses received over the data portion of the host 
bus 18 to the multiplexed AD portion of the peripheral 
component bus 19 during the data phase. 

In the current embodiment. system 1/() software executed 
by the CPU 15 controls the host bridge 30 functions by 
programming the configuration registers of the CDC 41. In 
the current embodiment. the configuration registers of the 
CDC 41 are mapped to the 1/() address space of the host bus 
18. For example. the system 1/() software allocates an 
address mapping for the DRAM subsystem 36 by program 
ming the appropriate configuration registers in the CDC 4] 
using 1/() write cycles over the host bus 18. 
To loop back configuration data. the host bridge circuit 30 

“bridges” the host bus 18 1/() access cycles targeted for the 
conliguration registers of the CDC 41 to the peripheral 
component bus 19 as corresponding [/0 access cycles. The 
CDC 4] bus initiator on the peripheral component bus 19 
initiates and drives the l/() access cycle targeted for the 
conliguration registers. However. the CDC 41 also monitors 
the peripheral component bus 19 as a bus target. The CDC 
41 decodes the control signals on the peripheral component 
bus 19 indicating an I/() access or configuration space 
access. and decodes the address transmitted on the Al) 
portion of the peripheral component bus 19 during the 
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address phase. If the address corresponds to a configuration 
register of the CDC 41. then the CDC 41 receives the data 
as a target on the peripheral component bus 19. Thus. for 1/() 
access cycles generated by the host bridge circuit 30 and 
targeted for a configuration register of the CDC-11. the CDC 
41 is both initiator and target for the peripheral component 
bus 19 1/0 access cycle. 

FIG. 3 shows the coupling of the host bridge circuit 31) to 
the host bus 18 and the memory bus 22. and shows the bus 
signals implemented on the peripheral component bus 19. 
Bus signals 110 comprise the peripheral component bus 19. 
Addresses and data are multiplexed over the 32 Al) bus 
lines. The C/BE bus litres indicate bus command and byte 
enable information. Basic control information is transferred 
over a FRAMEtt. a TRDY#. an 1RDY#. a ST()P#. and a 

L()CK# bus signal. Bus arbitration and selection functions 
are provided by a a (iNTtt. an IDSELtt and a 
DEVSHL# bus signal. Synchronization is provided by a 
CLK bus signal. For a detailed description of these bus 
signals refer to related US. application Ser. No. (17/876577. 
?led on Apr. 31). 1992. entitled A Signalling Protocol for a 
Peripheral Component Interconnect. 

FIG. 4 illustrates the timing of an 1/() write cycle targeted 
for a configuration register of the CDC 41. The l/() write 
cycle originates on the host bus 18 and is looped back over 
the peripheral component bus 19 to the CDC 41. In the 
current embodiment. I/() access cycles targeted for the 
con?guration registers of the CDC 41 are generated by 
system 1/() software executed by the CPU 15. The host 
bridge circuit 30 translates the 1/() write cycle on the host 
bus 18 into an 1/() access or configuration space access cycle 
on the peripheral component bus 19. and the host bridge 
circuit 30 loops back the cycle on the peripheral component 
bus 19 into the appropriate configuration register ofthe CDC 
41. 

The 1/() write cycle on the host bus 18 begins between 
times 1 and 2 when the CPU 15 transmits an address 
(ADDR) corresponding to an internal con?guration register 
of the CDC 4]. over the address portion of the host bus 18. 
Between times 2 and 3. the CPU 15 asserts an address strobe 
signal (ADS) indicating that a valid address is being trans 
mitted over the address portion of the host bus 18. The CPU 
15 also asserts control signals (not shown) over the host bus 
18 indicating an 1/() write cycle. 

Thereafter. between times 3 and 4. the CPU 15 trattsmits 
the data (DATA) for the 1/() write cycle over the data portion 
of the host bus 18. The CDC 4| translates the I/() write cycle 
on the host bus 18 into an 1/() write cycle on the peripheral 
component bus 19 by tirst asserting the FRAME# signal to 
indicate the start of an access cycle on the peripheral 
component bus 19. The CDC 41 signals an 1/() write cycle 
over the C/B Ett signal lines of the peripheral component bus 
19. Also between times 3 and 4. the CDC 41 transfers the 
address received over the address portion of the host bus 18 
to the AD portion of the peripheral component bus 19 during 
the address phase. 
The CDC 4] asserts the lRDY#signal between times 4 

and 5. and the TRDY#signal between times 5 and 6 to signal 
both “initiator ready to send” and “target ready to receive“ 
during the data phase portion of the peripheral component 
bus 19. Also between times 5 and 6. the CDC 41 issues 
control signals 51. which causes the DPU 42 to transfer the 
data received over the data portion of the host bus 18 to the 
AI) portion of the peripheral component bus 19 during the 
data phase. The CDC 41 then transfers the data from the AD 
portion of the peripheral component bus 19 to the appropri 
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ate con?guration register. Also between times 5 and 6. the 
(‘DC 41 asserts an RDY signal on the control portion of the 
host bus 18 to signal the CPU 15 that data for the l/() write 
cycle has been accepted. 

In the foregoing speci?cation. the invention has been 
described with ret‘erence to speci?c exemplzu'y embodiments 
thereof. It will. however. be evident that various modilica» 
lions and changes may be made thereto without departing 
trom the broader spirit and scope ot‘the invention as set forth 
in the independent claims. The speci?cation and drawings 
are accordingly to be regarded as an illustrative. rather than 
in a restrictive sense. 

What is claimed is: 
I. A method for writing a con?guration register in a bus 

bridge circuit. comprising the steps of: 
sensing an access cycle on a tirst bus. and receiving an 

address over the tirst bus‘. 

bridging the access cycle sensed on the ?rst bus to an 
access cycle on a second bus by initiating the access 
cycle on the second bus and transmitting the address 
received over the tirst bus over the second bus without 
decoding the address received over the ?rst bus: 

sensing the access cycle on the second bus. and decoding 
the address present on the second bus: 

receiving a data value over the tirst bus. the data value 
corresponding to the access cycle sensed on the lirst 
bus: 

bridging the data value to the access cycle on the second 
bus by transmitting the data value received over the 
tirst bus over the second bus: 

it‘ the address decoded on the second bus selects the 
con?guration register in the bus bridge circuit. then 
receiving the data value present on the second bus and 
storing the data value in the con?guration register. 

2. The method of claim I. wherein the step of receiving 
an address over the tirst bus comprises the step of receiving 
the address over an address portion ot‘ the tirst bus. 

3. The method of claim 2. wherein the step of transmitting 
the address received over the tirst bus over the second bus 
comprises the step ot‘ transmitting the address received over 
the tirst bus over the second bus during an address phase of 
the access cycle on the second bus. 

4. The method of claim 3. wherein the step of decoding 
the address present on the second bus comprises the step ot‘ 
decoding the address present on the second bus during the 
address phase oi‘ the access cycle on the second bus. 

5. The method ot'claim 4. wherein the step of bridging the 
data value to the access cycle on the second bus by trans— 
mitting the data value received over the lirst bus over the 
second bus comprises the step of transmitting the data value 
received over the tirst bus over the second bus during a data 
phase of the access cycle on the second bus. 

6. The method of claim 5. wherein the step of receiving 
the data value present on the second bus comprises the step 
of receiving the data value present on the second bus during 
the data phase ot‘ the access cycle on the second bus. 

7. A circuit l‘or writing a con?guration register in a bus 
bridge circuit. comprising: 

circuit for sensing an access cycle on a tirst bus. and 
receiving an address over the tirst bus‘. 

circuit for bridging the access cycle sensed on the tirst bus 
to an access cycle on a second bus by initiating the 
access cycle on the second bus and transmitting the 
address received over the ?rst bus over the second bus 
without decoding the address received over the tirst 
bus: 

to 
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circuit for sensing the access cycle on the second bus. and 

decoding the address present on the second bus: 

circuit for receiving a data value over the tirst bus. the data 
value corresponding to the access cycle sensed on the 
lirst bus; 

circuit for bridging the data value to the access cycle on 
the second bus by transmitting the data value received 
over the tirst bus over the second bus: 

circuit for receiving the data value present on the second 
bus and storing the data value in the con?guration 
register it~ the address decoded on the second bus 
selects the conliguration register in the bus bridge 
circuit. 

8. The circuit ot‘ claim 7. wherein the circuit for receiving 
an address over the lirst bus comprises circuit for receiving 
the address over an address portion of the tirst bus. 

9. The circuit of claim 8. wherein the circuit for trans» 
mitting the address received over the tirst bus over the 
second bus comprises circuit for transmitting the address 
received over the tirst has over the second during an address 
phase of the access cycle on the second bus. 

10. The circuit ot‘ claim 9. wherein the circuit for decoding 
the address present on the second bus comprises circuit for 
decoding the address present on the second bus during the 
tJLltll‘CSS phase of the access cycle on the second bus. 

1]. The circuit ot~ claim [0. wherein the circuit for 
bridging the data value to the access cycle on the second bus 
by transmitting the data value received over the ?rst bus over 
the second bus comprises circuit for transmitting the data 
value received over the lirst bus over the second bus during 
a data phase of the access cycle on the second bus. 

12. The circuit of claim 11. wherein the circuit for 
receiving the data value present on the second bus comprises 
circuit for receiving the data value present on the second bus 
during the data phase of the access cycle on the second bus. 

13. A bus bridge circuit. comprising: 
control circuit containing at least one con?guration 

register. the control circuit sensing an access cycle on 
a lirst bus. and receiving an address over the ?rst bus. 
the control circuit bridging the access cycle sensed on 
the tirst bus to an access cycle on a second bus by 
initiating the access cycle on the second bus and 
transmitting the address received over the lirst bus over 
the second bus without decoding the address received 
over the lirst bus. the control circuit also sensing the 
access cycle on the second bus. and decoding the 
address present on the second bus. the control circuit 
receiving a data value present on the second bus and 
storing the data value in the con?guration register if the 
address on the second bus selects the con?guration 
register in the bus bridge circuit‘. 

data path circuit receiving the data value over the ?rst bus. 
the data value corresponding to the access cycle sensed 
on the tirst bus. the data path circuit bridging the data 
value to the access cycle on the second bus by trans 
mitting the data value received over the tirst bus over 
the second bus. 

14. The bus bridge circuit ol'claim [3. wherein the control 
circuit transmits the address received over the tirst bus over 
the second bus during an address phase oi‘ the access cycle 
on the second bus. 

15. The bus bridge circuit ol'claim 14. wherein the control 
circuit decodes the address present on the second bus during 
the address phase of the access cycle on the second bus. 

16. The bus bridge circuit ot‘ claim 15. wherein the data 
path circuit transmits the data value received over the tirst 
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bus over the second bus during a data phase of the access 
cycle on the second bus. 

17. The bus bridge circuit of claim l6. wherein the control 
circuit receives the data value present on the second bus 
during the data phase of the access cycle on the second bus. 

18. A computer system. comprising: 
central processing means coupled for communication 

over a first bus; 

memory subsystem comprising dynamic random access 
memory: 

a plurality of‘ peripheral components coupled for commu 
nication over a second bus; 

bus bridge circuit coupled to the memory subsystem and 
coupled for communication over the first bus and the 
second bus. the bus bridge circuit enabling access to the 
memory subsystem from the first bus and the second 
bus. the bridge circuit containing at least one configu 
ration register for controlling the memory subsystem. 
the bus bridge circuit enabling a write access to the 
configuration register by translating an access cycle 
received over the first bus and targeted for the configu» 
ration register into an access cycle on the second bus 
targeted for the configuration register and writing the 
configuration register according to the access cycle on 
the second bus. 

19. The computer system of‘ claim 18. wherein the bus 
bridge circuit comprises: 

circuit for sensing the access cycle on the first bus. and 
receiving an address over the ?rst bus‘. 

circuit for bridging the access cycle sensed on the first bus 
to an access cycle on a second bus by initiating the 
access cycle on the second bus and transmitting the 
address received over the first bus over the second bus 
without decoding the address received over the first 
bus: 

circuit for sensing the access cycle on the second bus. and 
decoding the address present on the second bus‘. 

circuit for receiving a data value over the first bus. the data 
value corresponding to the access cycle sensed on the 
first bus: 

circuit for bridging the data value to the access cycle on 
the second bus by transmitting the data value received 
over the ?rst bus over the second bus‘. 

circuit for receiving the data value present on the second 
bus and storing the data value in the con?guration 
register if the address decoded on the second bus 
selects the configuration register. 

20. The computer system of‘ claim 19. wherein the circuit 
for receiving an address over the first bus comprises circuit 
for receiving the address over an address portion of the first 
bus. 

2]. The computer system of‘ claim 20. wherein the circuit 
for transmitting the address received over the ?rst bus over 
the second bus comprises circuit for transmitting the address 
received over the ?rst bus over the second bus during an 
address phase of‘ the access cycle on the second bus. 

22. The computer system of‘ claim 21. wherein the circuit 
for decoding the address present on the second bus cone 
prises circuit for decoding the address present on the second 
bus during the address phase of‘ the access cycle on the 
second bus. 

23. The computer system of claim 22. wherein the circuit 
for bridging the data value to the access cycle on the second 
bus by transmitting the data value received over the first bus 
over the second bus comprises circuit for transmitting the 
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data value received over the first bus over the second bus 
during a data phase of the access cycle on the second bus. 

24. The computer system of claim 23. wherein the circuit 
for receiving the data value present on the second bus 
comprises circuit for receiving the data value present on the 
second bus during the data phase of‘ the access cycle on the 
second bus. 

25. A bus bridge for coupling between a first hm‘ and a 
second bus to allow communir'ation benvcc’n lhejirst bus 
and the second bus. comprising: 

a configuration register.‘ and 
a circuit coupled to the configuration register that gcn 

eratcs an access cycle transmitted on the Sccottd bus 
and targeted/or the configuration register in rcsponsc 
to an access cycle tz’ccivcdjiom t/u'?rst bur. wherein 
the circuit receives the access cyclc_)‘iotu thc .rccond has 
such that the bus bridge is both initiator and target of 
the‘ access cycle’ on the’ .vt'cond bus‘. 

20. A bus bridgcjor coupling between a ?rst bus and a 
second but to allow communiz'ation bcttvccn the ?rst has 
and the .rccond bus. comprising: 

?rst im'anrjor generating an access‘ cyclc transmitted on 
the second bus and targeted for tho but bridgc in 
rcyponxi' to receiving an acccrr cyclcjiznn thotirxt bur; 
and 

second means coupled to the second buxfor receiving the 
access cycle transmitted on tho .vccond has such that 
the bus bridge is both initiator and target ot'thc acccrr 
cycle transmitted on the second bus. 

27. A bus bridgcjor coupling between a ?rst bus and a 
second bus to allow communir'ation bctn'ccn thcjirrt bar 
and the second bus. comprising: 

a configuration register; 
?rst nwansjor generating an access cyclc transmitted on 

the .rccond bus and targeted for the configuration 
register in response to receiving an access‘ cyclcj'ro/n 
thcjirrt 1711A‘; and 

second means couplcd to the .rccond burj'or receiving the 
access cycle transmitted on the second bus such that 
the bus bridge is both initiator and target ofthc’ access 
cyclc transmitted on the second bus. 

28. A bus bridge/or coupling bcnvccn a first bus and a 
second bus to allow ('Olllllllllllt‘lllltlll bum-ecu the first bus 
and the second bllA‘. comprising: 

a configuration register; and 
a first circuitjor coupling to address liner otthcjititt buy 
and to the second bus. the first circuit generating an 
access cycle transmitted on the second but and targeted 
for the’ configuration register in rat/Joust’ to receiving 
an access cycle from the first bar. the ?rst circuit 
receiving the second access cycle such that the bar 
bridge is both initiator and target ()fl/tt’ second access 
cycle. 

29. A method/or accat'sing a configuration rr'gixlcr ofa 
bur bridge that coup/cs ajirvt bus to a second but to enable 
t'ttlllltllllllt'tlllttll bctwccn thcjirst bus and thc .rccond bus. thc 
method comprising.‘ 

the but bridge rccciving a/irrt access ('_\'t'l(’_}'t‘ttttt tho/it's! 
bar.‘ 

the bus‘ bridge gcncrating and transmitting a .rccond 
access‘ cycle targeted/or thc configuration register on 
l/tt' .rccond busv in rzavponsc to rccciving thcjirrl access 
cycle." and 

the bus bridge receiving the second acccxs cycle such that 
the bus‘ bridge is both initiator and tatgct oft/u’ second 
access‘ cycle. 
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3!). A bus bridge for eonpling between a ?rst bus and a 
seeond bus to allow ('Otttttltltllt'ttlltttl between the ?rst bits 
and the seeond bns. eomprising.v 

a eonfigaration teeister: and 
a eireuit eoupled to the eon?guration register that trans 

lates a?rst aeeess esele teeeiredfrom the?rst bus into 
a seeond aeeess esele transmitted on the seeond has 
and targeted/or the eon/iguration register.‘ wherein the 
eireuit receives the second aeeess eyele sueh that the 
has bridge is both initiator and target of the seeond 
(l('('(’.\‘.\‘ i‘_\‘i 'le. 

31. The bus bridge eireuit of elaim 30. wherein the 
eon/ignration register is only aeeessible from the second 
bus. 

32. A bus bridge for eoupling between a ?rst bus and a 
seeond bus to allow t‘()Itlllllllllt'llllttll between the ?rst bus 
and the seeond has eomprising.‘ 

first means for translating a ?rst aeress esele reeeived 
from the ?rst bus and tatgetedjor the bus bridge into 
a seeond aeeess esele transmitted on the seeond bits 
and targeted ?n‘ the bns bridge; and 

seeond means eoupled to the seeond basjor reeeiving the 
seeond areess esele sueh that the bus bridge is both 
initiator and target of the seeond aeeess eye/e. 

33. A bus bridge for eoupling between a ?rst bus and a 
seeond bus to allow eonmzanir'ation between the ?rst bus 
and the seeond bus, eomprising: 

a eonfigaration register: 
?rst means _/or translating a ?rst aeeess eyele reeeived 
from the ?rst bus into a seeond areess eye/e transmitted 
on the seeond bus and tan-etedjbr the eon/ignration 
register; and 

seeond means eoupled to the configuration register and 
the second has for reeeiving the seeond aeeess eyele 
sueh that the bus bridge is both initiator and target of 
the seeond aeeess eyele. 

34. The bus bridge ofelaim 33. wherein the eon?gnration 
register is only aeeessible from the seeond bus 

35. The bus bridge ofelaim 33. wherein the seeond means 
is further for aeeessing the eonfiguration register in 
response to the seeond aeeess eyele. 

36, A bus bridge for eoapling between a ?rst has and a 
seeond bus to allow (‘(HIHHIllll('(lllllll between the ?rst bus 
and the seeond bus. eomprising: 

a?rst eirruittor roupling to address lines ofthe?rst bus 
and to the seeond bus‘ the?rst eirenit translating afirst 
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aeeess eyr'le reeeivedfrom the first bus and targeted for 
the bus bridge into a seeond aeeess eve/e transmitted 
on the seeond has and tan 'etedjo r the bus bridge; and 

a seeond eireuit eoapled to the?rst eirenitjor eoupling to 
data lines of the ?rst bus and to the seeond bus. the 
seeond (‘ireuit passing data assoriated with the ?rst 
aeeess esele to the seeond bus in response to a eontrol 
signal receiver/from the ?rst eirenit, wherein the ?rst 
eireuit t'<’('('l\‘(’.\' the data sneh that the bus bridge is both 
initiator and target of the seeond aeeess esele. 

3 7. A has hridl'e for eoupling between a ?rst bus and a 
seeond bus to allow ('t)tllllllltli(‘(l/l0” between the ?rst bus 
and the seeond bus. eomprisingx 

a eon?gnration register; and 
a?rst eireuit eonpled to the eonliguration register and?tr 

eoupling to address lines of the ?rst bus and to the 
seeond has, the ?rst eireuit translating a ?rst areess 
eve/e reeeived from the ?rst bus into a seeond aei'ess 
eye/e transmitted on the seeond bus and tatgeted?tr the 
eonhguration register: the ?rst eireait teeeising the 
seeond aeeess eye/e sueh that the bus bridge is both 
initiator and target of the seeond aeeess esele. 

38. The bus bridge ofelaitn 37. further eomprising" 
a seeond eireuit eonpled to the?rst eireaitjor eoupling to 

data lines of the ?rst bus and to the seeond bus. the 
seeond eireuit passing data assoeiated with the ?rst 
aeeess esele to the seeond bits in response to a eontrol 

signal reeeivedfrom the ?rst eireuit. wherein the ?rst 
eireuit reeeiving the seeond aeeess eve/e and the data 
sneh that the bits bridge is both initiator and target of 
the seeond aeeess eye/e. 

39. The bus bridge ofelaim 37. wherein the eon/‘igaration 
register is only aeeessibte from the second bus. 

40. A method for aeeessing a eontiguration register oj'a 
bus bridge that eouples a?rst bus to a seeond bus to enable 
('Olllltllltilt'(IllOtl between thejirst bus and the seeond bus. the 
method eomprising: 

the bus bridge reeeiring a ?rst aeeess eyele targeted/or 
the eontiguration tegisterjrom the ?rst bus; 

the has bridge translating the ?rst aeeess eye/e into a 
seeond aeeess eyele targeted for the eon?gnration 
register and transmitted on the seeond has; and 

the bus bridge teeeiving the seeond aeeess esele sneh that 
the bus bridge is both initiator and target oj'the seeond 
ai'eess eyele. 


